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Governmental Support Austria
Austrian Technology Corporation GmbH (ATC) is supported by the Federal Ministry of Transport,
Innovation and Technology.
In line with an initiative of the Austrian government ATC was established in order to promote interests
of Austrian or Austrian based companies, active in technology related sectors, on their export markets.
ATC Austrian Technology Corporation unites Austrian Top companies, export financing banks and
operators and acts as coordinator and development platform, managing the internal and external
relationship to international partners and ensuring the availability of all solutions and services jointly
developed by industry and operators.
The central idea of this platform is the cooperation of internationally acting companies in technology
related areas, which have been successful in foreign trade for many years, to apply their knowledge
and services for infrastructure projects more effectively for the benefit of their partners.
ATC is the leading organization of export-oriented industry in Austria providing high tech solutions in
many different areas, such as the entire spectrum of construction works (e.g. buildings, roads, power
plants, tunnelling), offset transactions, intelligent transportation systems electronic payment
applications (all major electronic tolling technologies), traffic management & road telematics solutions,
railway communications and information systems, manufacturing of CNC machines and automation
systems for educational and industrial use, know-how transfer with comprehensive training concepts,
mission critical communication equipment for customers in air traffic control, maritime, public safety,
railways and the Armed Forces, environmental protection and waste management (“source-separated
waste collection”), including technology for full landfill remediation, use of biogas from existing landfills,
treatment plants, organic treatment (reduction of greenhouse gas emissions), leading Austrian cellular
operator, conveying technology (conveying equipment, waste separation), municipal vehicles (sewer &
street cleaning, waste disposal), sewage engineering (waste water & sludge treatment), development,
testing and production of state-of-the-art mine detection equipment and unmanned aerial vehicle
system (CAMCOPTER), consulting and engineering.
Austrian skills and experience in these fields enjoy high international reputation and large scale
application is a potential mean of assisting many countries in their efforts to improve their quality of
life.
The development, the economic cooperation and the integrated strategy of ATC Austrian Technology
Corporation matches the search for a consistent technology policy.
That is the reason why ATC Austrian Technology Corporation receives our sincere support.
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